
Urban Legstands
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Urban consoles are available 

in lengths up to 275 cm (108-

1/4")

Lower shelves are available in 

attractive 3D, or lacquered matte 

or glossy colored finishes

Drawer cabinets in 38 cm (15") height 

provide spacious storage while allowing 

wide-open floor space below

The Urban line also includes legstands with thick countertops and either drawers or lower shelves



Urban Legstands
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Countertop and 1 drawer in HPL 

Ardesia finish



              Urban Vanities 
             Cabinet Finishes

Cement Resin Finishes finishes below are called ecomalta in the sample box

                   See color chips for better color representation

3D (Textured) Finishes 

HPL (high pressure laminate) Finishes

finish code:   HPL

color codes:   

see alphanumeric codes to the right, I.e. TKF

finish code:   3D

color codes:   

see alphanumeric codes to 

right, I.e. 1S1

color codes: 

finish code:   CR

color codes: (white)

Cement resin finish is applied by hand by screeting five layers of a cement and resin mixture to 
the cabinet. The result is a cabinet that has the appearance of concrete without the extreme 
weight of concrete. A video of this fabrication process is available on our youtube channel.
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          Urban Vanities 

 Cabinet Finishes

3D rovere dogato wood laminate before

    application of lacquer colors

See color chips for better color representation, however glass colors may differ based on light through the glass

Lacquered Colors in Glossy or Matte Finish  (colors match glass countertop colors)

color codes:   see numeric codes below

finish codes:   GL  (glossy), MT  (matte) or 1P0 (matte lacquered woodgrain- see explanation below 

Matte Lacquered Wood Grain  all matte lacquer colors are available to be applied over 3D wood laminate bianco (white) 

in rovere dogato finish. The lacquer color over the 3D texture provides a shimmering textured appearance

use finish code:  1P0 (rovere dogato bianco) and color code: numeric codes above

Lacquered Colors 

        in Matte

 Soft-Touch Finish

finish code:   

     ST (soft touch) 

color codes:   

   see alphanumeric    

     codes below 

Lacquered Metal-Look Colors   special brushed metal-look finish

finish codes:   BM  (brushed metal colors) 

color codes: 

finishes below are called metal in the sample box



                 Urban Vanities 

Countertop Styles/Finishes

 Solid-Surface 4" thick matte textured with integrated basin with overflow

     with overflow, 1, 2, 3 or no hole

      max top size up to 340 cm (133-7/8") depending on basin position

 Solid-Surface 4" thick glossy or matte white with integrated basin with overflow

      with matching white overflow, 1, 2, 3 or no hole

      max top size up to 300 cm (118-1/8") depending upon basin position

 Solid-Surface 4" thick premium matte with integrated basin with overflow 

   with overflow, 1, 2 ,3 or no hole    countertop depth is 50.5 cm (19-7/8")

   max length for KAM basin is 310 cm (122")

   max length for RECT and OVL basins is 260 cm (102-3/8")

   max length for QUAD basins is 300 cm (118-1/8")

     

                                             See color chips for better color representation

OLY  basin style codes:  OLY52, OLY62

(glossy white)

color codes:  

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"), 

     70  (27-1/2"),  80 cm (31-1/2")

     min. tops: 75 / 85 /95 / 105 cm

 W  31 cm (12-1/4")

textured color codes:      TAA                                       TAB                                          TAC                                         TAD                                          TAE

L  50 cm (19-5/8"), W  32 cm(12-5/8") 

min. top: 60 cm (23-5/8")

CALCE basin style code: CALC (textured only)

 bianco (white)                panna                            tortora                           grigio                             antracite

finish codes: 

TEX (textured)

OLY52- L 52 cm  (20-1/2") min top- 60 cm-23-5/8"

OLY62- L 62 cm  (24-3/8")min top- 70 cm-27-1/2"

W  32 cm (12-5/8") all tops

countertop style codes:  SS4 (4" thick)

TD1 TD2
(matte white)

finish codes:  GL  (glossy) or MT (matte) 

finish above is called ocritech in the sample box

color codes: 

countertop style codes: PSS4 (4" thick)

finish code:       MT (matte)               note: bianco (white) is called tecnoril and colors are called deimos in the sample boxKAMI 50 basin style codes : KAM

QUADRA basin style codes: QUAD50/60

L   50 cm (19-5/8")-  min top: 60  cm 

L   60 (23-5/8")- min top: 70  cm

W 31 cm (12-1/4")

matching color cover that goes over 

drain cover 

OVALE basin style codes: OVL

L  63.5 cm (25") 

 min top: 85 cm   

W 33 cm (13")

  TT0   TT1   TT2   TT3   TT4   TT6  TT5

countertop style codes:  SS4 (4" thick) 

finish code:       TEX (textured)            note:  finishes below are called deimos textured in the sample box

color codes:    TT0  TU0   TU1   TU2   TU3   TU4   TU6  TU5

L   61 cm (24")-  min top size: 70  cm

W 32 cm (12-5/8")

RECTANGULAR  basin style codes: RECT50/60/70/80

finish code:       STONE (stone finish)       note:  finishes below are called deimos stone in the sample box 

  TTA   TTC   TTB   TTD   TTE

finish code:       STX (stone textured finish)   note:  finishes are called deimos stone textured in the sample box 

  TUA   TUC   TUB   TUD   TUE

 bianco                      grigio top             grigio cemento             sabbia                      tabacco

 bianco                      grigio top             grigio cemento             sabbia                      tabacco

finishes below are called mineralmarmo calce in the sample box 
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                    Urban Vanities 
    Countertops Styles/Finishes

     Oly and Quadra basins have overflow, Cover and Prisma have no overflow, 1, 2,3 or no hole

     countertop depth is 50.5 cm (19-7/8")

     max top size is 275 cm (108-1/4")

    color codes:

    color codes:

    color codes:

     no overflow, 1, 2, 3 or no hole

     countertop depth is 50.5 cm (19-7/8")

     max top size is 275 cm (108-1/4")

               See color chips for better color representation

Porcelain countertops with integrated basins- 5-1/8" thick 

HPL (high pressure laminate) countertops with integrated basins- 4" thick  

countertop style code: HPL4 (4" thick)

finish code:    HPL

countertop style codes: POR5 (5-1/8" thick)
finish codes:                    STONE or MARBLE

color codes: 

color codes: 

color codes: 

color codes: 

color codes: 

Stone price group     finish code: STONE

Marble price group     finish code: MARBLE

(glossy finishes) (glossy finishes)

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"),  70  (27-1/2")

     min. tops: 70 / 80 / 90 cm

W  31 cm (12-1/4")

COVER basin style code: COVER50/60/70

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"),  70  (27-1/2")

     min. tops: 70 / 80 /  90 cm

W  31 cm (12-1/4")

PRISMA basin style code: PRISMA50/60/70

QUADRA basin style code: QUAD50/60

L   50 cm (19-5/8")-  min top: 60  cm

L   60 (23-5/8")- min top: 70  cm

W 31 cm (12-1/4")

L 52 cm  (20-1/2") min top- 60 cm-23-5/8"

L 62 cm  (24-3/8")min top- 70 cm-27-1/2"

W  32 cm (12-5/8") all tops

OLY basin style code: OLY52/62

COVER basin style code: COVER50/60/70

PRISMA basin style code: PRISMA50/60/70

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"),  70  (27-1/2")

     min. tops: 75 / 85 /95 cm

W  31 cm (12-1/4")

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"),  70  (27-1/2")

     min. tops: 75 / 85 /95 cm

W  31 cm (12-1/4")

solid-surface basin affixed to the HPL top

solid-surface basin affixed to the HPL top

finishes below are called gres porcellanato in the sample box 



                         Urban Vanities 
            Countertops Styles/Colors

Cement Resin

finishes below are called ecomalta in the sample box

5-1/8" thick cement resin tops with integrated basin-no overflow

      no overflow, 1, 3 or no hole

      max top size 275 cm (108-1/4") 

(white)

color codes: 

countertop style codes: CR5 (5-1/8" thick)PRISMA basin style code: PRISMA50/60/70

L   50 (19-5/8"),   60 (23-5/8"),  70  (27-1/2")

     min. tops: 60 / 70 / 80 cm

W  30 cm (11-7/8")

finish code:     CR

Cement resin countertops are handcrafted by constructing a marine-grade plywood base with a 

resin basin. Five layers of a cement and resin mixture are then screeted over the surface by hand. 

The result is a waterporoof, lightweight and durable countertop that has the appearance of 

concrete unlike solid concrete countertops whose extreme weightsmake them susceptible to 

cracking and breakage. A video of this fabrication process is available on our you tube channel
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